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    Tintin at the Hotel Amigo
        
        
                Hergé Museum

        
                Published on 23/10/2011

        
        
        
            
        
    
                                Rocco Forte Hotels and Moulinsart are delighted to announce the creation of two Tintin-themed suites at the Hotel Amigo in Brussels. 

    
            
                                


    
            
                                Situated right in the historic centre of Brussels, between the Tintin Shop near the Grand Place and a giant mural featuring Tintin, Captain Haddock and Snowy, the Hotel Amigo has rolled out the red carpet for Belgium's favourite comic strip heroes. Tintin-themed rooms have been designed for the pleasure of guests and visitors to the capital city of comic strips, Brussels.

    
            
                                


    
            
                                The unique Tintin-inspired rooms, located within the luxurious hotel, provide the ideal base for anyone wishing to set off on an adventure in Tintin's footsteps. With the inspired Tintin décor, the adventure begins before guests even step out of the building!
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        No review
        

            

        
        Log in or create a Tintin.com account to write a review.
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                « THE ADVENTURES OF TINTIN » APP

                All the adventures of Tintin in digital format
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            A confirmation will be sent to this email

            Your email seems to contain an error.

            There is already an account with this email.

          

          
            

            8 characters minimum

            8 characters minimum

          

          Next...

          You are on the official website of Tintin.
No information about you is recorded before your final approval.
Read our privacy policy
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          Thank you! To verify your email, please enter the 4-digit code you received at .

          
            

            

            

            

          

          If you did not receive it, check your address or look in your junk mail.

          The numbers are wrong...
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          Thank you !

          Your account is now ready to be created.

          
            By creating your account, you accept the terms and conditions from Tintin.com.

            You accept to receive from Tintin.com personalized notifications related to Tintin (new events or exhibitions, new books or products, etc.).

            You will be able to set your preferences in your account.

              Yes, I agree
            Please accept the conditions
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        Enter your email, you will receive a link to reset your password.
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        To access this content, you must be registered with Tintin.com.
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        To apply for your Syldavian passport, you must first create a Tintin.com account.
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      Tintin.com uses cookies to improve your experience on the site, to analyse its use and for marketing purposes. For more information, please consult the Privacy Policy.
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